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JOB INTERVIEW

MARQUE A ALTERNATIVA QUE MELHOR SE APLICA A CADA PERGUNTA
1- How are you today? Did you have any trouble finding us?
– Como você vai hoje? Você teve alguma dificuldade para nos encontrar?
a ) I’m fine! Thank you, and you?
b)I’m a perfectionist. I pay attention to all the details, and like to be sure that everything is
just right.
c ) I would like any position for which I qualify.
d ) I am more interested in a full-time position. However, I would also consider a part-time
position.

2- How would you describe yourself as a person?

a ) I’m fine! Thank you, and you?
b)I’m a perfectionist. I pay attention to all the details, and like to be sure that everything is
just right.
c ) I would like any position for which I qualify.
d ) I am more interested in a full-time position. However, I would also consider a part-time
position.

3- What type of position are you looking for?
a ) I’m fine! Thank you, and you?
b)I’m a perfectionist. I pay attention to all the details, and like to be sure that everything is
just right.
c ) I would like any position for which I qualify.
d ) I am more interested in a full-time position. However, I would also consider a part-time
position.
4- Are you interested in a full-time or part-time position?
a ) I’m fine! Thank you, and you?
b)I’m a perfectionist. I pay attention to all the details, and like to be sure that everything is
just right.
c ) I would like any position for which I qualify.
d ) I am more interested in a full-time position. However, I would also consider a part-time
position.

5- Can you tell me about your responsibilities at your last job?
– Você pode falar-nos das suas responsabilidades no último emprego?
a ) I am an excellent communicator. People trust me and come to me for advice.
b ) I advised customers on financial matters. After I consulted the customer, I completed a
customer inquiry form and catalogued the information in our database.
c ) I am impressed by the quality of your products. I am sure that I would be a convincing
salesman
d) I tend to spend too much time making sure the customer is satisfied.



6- What is your greatest strength?
– Qual o seu ponto mais forte?
a ) I am an excellent communicator. People trust me and come to me for advice.
b ) I advised customers on financial matters. After I consulted the customer, I completed a
customer inquiry form and catalogued the information in our database.
c ) I am impressed by the quality of your products. I am sure that I would be a convincing
salesman
d) I tend to spend too much time making sure the customer is satisfied.

7- What is your greatest weakness?
a ) I am an excellent communicator. People trust me and come to me for advice.
b ) I advised customers on financial matters. After I consulted the customer, I completed a
customer inquiry form and catalogued the information in our database.
c ) I am impressed by the quality of your products. I am sure that I would be a convincing
salesman
d) I tend to spend too much time making sure the customer is satisfied.

8- Why do you want to work for us?
– Por que você quer trabalhar para nós?
a ) I am an excellent communicator. People trust me and come to me for advice.
b ) I advised customers on financial matters. After I consulted the customer, I completed a
customer inquiry form and catalogued the information in our database.
c ) I am impressed by the quality of your products. I am sure that I would be a convincing
salesman
d) I tend to spend too much time making sure the customer is satisfied.

9- Why Should We Hire You?
– Por que deveríamos contratá-lo?
a ) I am an excellent communicator. People trust me and come to me for advice.
b ) I advised customers on financial matters. After I consulted the customer, I completed a
customer inquiry form and catalogued the information in our database.
c ) You should hire me because I’m not only qualified for this job due to my experiences, but
also because of the positive attitudes that I have towards the tasks given to me.
d) I can contribute my organizational skills and my ability to work well in a group.

10- What Can You Contribute to the Company?
– Como você pode contribuir para a companhia?
a ) I am an excellent communicator. People trust me and come to me for advice.
b ) I advised customers on financial matters. After I consulted the customer, I completed a
customer inquiry form and catalogued the information in our database.
c ) You should hire me because I’m not only qualified for this job due to my experiences, but
also because of the positive attitudes that I have towards the tasks given to me.
d) I can contribute my organizational skills and my ability to work well in a group.


